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Programming Assignment 2 (PA2) - DraggingEmoji & ShortLongWords 
 
Due Date:  Wednesday, October  10 @ 11:59 pm 
 

Assignment Overview Grading Gathering Starter Files Program 1: DraggingEmoji 

Program 2: ShortLongWords README File Extra Credit:  Psychedelic Eyes Turnin Summary 

 

 Assignment Overview 
 

PA2 consists of two separate programs.  
 
DraggingEmoji: 
Create a graphical user interface (GUI) which responds to mouse clicks 
and mouse drags to create and manipulate an eye emoji, as seen on 
the right. 
 
ShortLongWords: 
Write a standalone program that runs on the command line that finds 
the shortest and longest words in text entered by the user. 
 

 Grading 
 

● README: 10 points - See README Requirements here and questions below  
○ http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~ricko/CSE11READMEGuidelines.pdf 

● Style: 20 points - See Style Requirements here 
○ http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~ricko/CSE11StyleGuidelines.pdf 

● Correctness: 70 points 
● Extra Credit: 5 points - View Extra Credit section for more information. 

 
NOTE: If what you turn in does not compile, you will receive 0 points for this assignment.  

 

 Gathering Starter Files 
 

Open a new Linux terminal window. You will need to create a new directory named pa2 and go into that 
directory. The $ represents your command prompt. What you type in is in bold. 
 

 $ cd 

$ mkdir pa2 
 

The first command (cd) changes your current directory to your home directory.  cd stands for change 

directory.  By default, if you do not specify a directory to change to, the command will put you in your home 
directory. 
 

The second command (mkdir pa2) makes a new directory named pa2. This new directory will be in your 

home directory since you did a cd beforehand. 

 
Now type 
 

 $ cd pa2 
 

This will change your current working directory to the new pa2 directory you just created.  All files associated 
with this programming assignment must be placed in this directory.  And in general, you should do all of your 
work on this programming assignment in this pa2 directory. 

http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~ricko/CSE11READMEGuidelines.pdf
http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~ricko/CSE11StyleGuidelines.pdf
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Now copy over the required starter files from the public directory (note the . as the last argument). 
 

 $ cp ~/../public/objectdraw.jar . 

 $ cp ~/../public/Acme.jar . 

 $ cp ~/../public/PA2StarterCode/PA2Strings.java . 

 
~ is your home directory.  .. is the relative parent directory.  . is the relative current directory.  So this path 

starts at your home directory (~) no matter what directory you are currently in, then moves up one directory 

(..), then down into the class public directory (public), and accesses the named file (for example, 

Acme.jar).  That file is copied (the cp command) to your current working directory (.).  To change your 

current working directory back to your home directory, you can type cd as you did before. 

 

Starter files provided:   

objectdraw.jar Acme.jar PA2Strings.java 

 

 Program 1:  DraggingEmoji 
 

Write a Java application that does the following (use the textbook examples as guides--Chapters 4-6): 
 
When the application first starts up, display instructions on two lines using Text objects.  See the screenshot 
below for what this should look like.  When creating these Text objects, use the string constants provided to 
you in the PA2Strings.java file.  Note that your text must match the text in the screenshot *exactly* 
(character for character). 
 

 
 
On a mouse click: 

Hide the instructions, and if there is no emoji already drawn then draw an emoji with  
the center of the emoji (the intersection of the two eyes) centered at the point of the  
mouse click. The emoji is made up of 4 FilledOvals - a left eye, a right eye, a left  
pupil and a right pupil, and 2 FramedOvals as the border of the eyes (in that order).  
See the screenshots and constants defined below. 

 
Only one Emoji figure should be drawn no matter how many mouse clicks occur. 
 
On a mouse press: 

If the emoji has already been drawn, check if the point of the mouse press is  
anywhere in the emoji figure (in other words, you are grabbing the emoji figure). You  
should be able to grab either eye. When the emoji is grabbed, the eyes should open  
(the left and right eyes should change colors to white, and the pupils should remain  
black). Of course, on mouse release you are no longer grabbing the emoji figure. 

 
On a mouse drag: 

If the emoji has been grabbed (mouse press was inside the figure’s boundaries), drag the emoji  
around with the mouse drag. You will need to move all 6 parts of the emoji together. See the  
examples in the textbook. The figure should continue to look like an eye emoji during and after the  
drag. 

 
On a mouse release: 

The emoji should revert back to being completely black.  
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On a mouse exit: 
When the mouse pointer exits the canvas, if the emoji figure is currently drawn, remove the entire figure  
from the canvas and reset the logic you are using to keep track of whether an emoji has been drawn or  
not (you can do this in many ways). If the emoji figure is not currently drawn but the instructions are  
shown, do not remove the instructions from the canvas. 

 
On a mouse enter: 

When the mouse pointer (re)enters the canvas, show the instructions.  
 
Many of the checks in the event handlers above are to prevent blindly trying to remove non-existing objects 
from the canvas, displaying more than one figure with multiple mouse clicks, checking if you are trying to grab 
a non-existing figure, etc. Without these checks you will likely get exceptions thrown in the terminal window. 
 
 

No exceptions should be thrown! 

 
 
Screenshots of example execution of DraggingEmoji: 
 

 
At start-up 

 

 
On mouse click (eyes centered at mouse click) 
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On mouse press (eyes open) 

 

 
Dragging the emoji around 

 
On mouse release (eyes close) 

 

 
On mouse exit (emoji removed from canvas) 
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On mouse (re)enter (instructions reappear) 

 
Note that the emoji can be dragged off the canvas 

 
Ideas for How to Get Started: 

● Read the online objectdraw Javadocs for WindowController, Text, FilledOval, and FramedOval 
● Create the DraggingEmoji.java file and read Chapters 4-6 in the textbook 

 

● Create a DraggingEmoji class that extends WindowController: 
 

public class DraggingEmoji extends WindowController 

 
● Use the following constants for sizing/placement: 

 

private static final int WINDOW_SIZE = 750; 

 

// Position of instructions 

private static final int INSTR1_X = 50; 

 private static final int INSTR1_Y = 50; 

 private static final int INSTR2_X = INSTR1_X; 

 private static final int INSTR2_Y = INSTR1_Y + 20; 

 

// Emoji: eye size and positioning 

 private static final int EYE_WIDTH = 100; 

 private static final int EYE_HEIGHT = 150; 

private static final int HALF_EYE_WIDTH = EYE_WIDTH / 2; 

private static final int HALF_EYE_HEIGHT = EYE_HEIGHT / 2; 

 

// Emoji: pupil size and positioning 

private static final int PUPIL_WIDTH = 50; 

 private static final int PUPIL_HEIGHT = 60; 

private static final int HALF_PUPIL_WIDTH = PUPIL_WIDTH / 2; 

private static final int HALF_PUPIL_HEIGHT = PUPIL_HEIGHT / 2; 

 private static final int PUPIL_X_OFFSET = 23; 

 private static final int PUPIL_Y_OFFSET = 20; 

 
 
 

http://eventfuljava.cs.williams.edu/library/objectdrawJavadocV1.1.1/index.html
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Making DraggingEmoji into an Application: 

This is missing from the textbook examples. Don’t forget to add the following code to DraggingEmoji.java. 
Since we want to run this program as an application which uses objectdraw graphics and uses the 
WindowController class, we need to add a main() that runs this program in an Acme.MainFrame. 
 
  public static void main(String[] args) { 

    new Acme.MainFrame(new DraggingEmoji(), args, WINDOW_SIZE, WINDOW_SIZE); 
  } 

 
This code allows DraggingEmoji to run as an application, where WINDOW_SIZE is used as both the width and 

height of the frame/window. 
 
Diagrams to Help with Pupil Placement: 
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Compiling: 

To compile your code, use the following: 
 

$ javac -cp ./Acme.jar:./objectdraw.jar:. DraggingEmoji.java 

 

Running: 
To run your program, use the following: 
 

$ java -cp ./Acme.jar:./objectdraw.jar:. DraggingEmoji 

 
 

 Program 2:  ShortLongWords 
 

Write a Java application with a main() method to find the shortest and longest words entered at the terminal by 
the user. All of your code can be in main(). See PA1 for an example of the definition of main(). No objectdraw 
and No Acme.MainFrame for this program. We are not running a graphic application. We are just creating a 
simple standalone application. 
 
Use a Scanner object to read user input from standard input (System.in). 
The Scanner Javadocs: https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/util/Scanner.html 
 
The basic framework to use a Scanner is: 
 

// Construct a Scanner that produces strings scanned from standard input 

Scanner input = new Scanner(System.in); 

 

// While there is more input (user has not hit EOF) 

while (input.hasNext()) { 

  // Read the next word entered by the user 

  String inputWord = input.next(); 

  ... 

} 

 

Use the prompt and output messages provided in PA2Strings.java.  Your prompt and output 
messages must match the sample output (below) EXACTLY, word-for-word, character-for-character. 

 
 
If there is an EOF (end-of-file) keyboard sequence [<Ctrl>+D on Unix/Mac or <Ctrl>+Z on Windows] as the first 
character sequence on a line, that indicates no more input to the program (^D represents the user entering 
<Ctrl>+D). As can be seen in the expected output section below, make sure your program responds 
appropriately to this keyboard sequence. 
 
NOTE: You may not use any form of data structures (i.e. Arrays, ArrayLists, Trees, Priority Queues, 
HashMaps, HashBrowns, etc.) in your code for this program. Only use concepts that have been covered in 
lecture. 
 
You only need a few variables to keep track of the shortest and longest words. Use logic to determine if and 
how the variables are assigned. Your program should be able to handle any number of entries.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/util/Scanner.html
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Sample Output: 
[cs11fxxx@ieng6]:pa2$ java ShortLongWords 

Enter a series of words (EOF to quit): 

 

hi hello 

^D 

Length of the shortest word: 2 

 -- Number of words with shortest length: 1 

 -- Shortest word: hi 

Length of the longest word: 5 

 -- Number of words with longest length: 1 

 -- Longest word: hello 

[cs11fxxx@ieng6]:pa2$ 

 

[cs11fxxx@ieng6]:pa2$ java ShortLongWords 

Enter a series of words (EOF to quit): 

 

^D 

No words entered. 

[cs11fxxx@ieng6]:pa2$ 

 

[cs11fxxx@ieng6]:pa2$ java ShortLongWords 

Enter a series of words (EOF to quit): 

 

dog cat 

^D 

Length of the shortest word: 3 

 -- Number of words with shortest length: 2 

 -- First/last shortest words: dog ... cat 

Length of the longest word: 3 

 -- Number of words with longest length: 2 

 -- First/last longest words: dog ... cat 

[cs11fxxx@ieng6]:pa2$ 

 

[cs11fxxx@ieng6]:pa2$ java ShortLongWords 

Enter a series of words (EOF to quit): 

 

lions tiger bears oh my 

^D 

Length of the shortest word: 2 

 -- Number of words with shortest length: 2 

 -- First/last shortest words: oh ... my 

Length of the longest word: 5 

 -- Number of words with longest length: 3 

 -- First/last longest words: lions ... bears 

[cs11fxxx@ieng6]:pa2$ 

[cs11fxxx@ieng6]:pa2$ java ShortLongWords 

Enter a series of words (EOF to quit): 

 

rhymnocerous 

^D 

Length of the shortest word: 12 

 -- Number of words with shortest length: 1 

 -- Shortest word: rhymnocerous 

Length of the longest word: 12 

 -- Number of words with longest length: 1 
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 -- Longest word: rhymnocerous 

[cs11fxxx@ieng6]:pa2$ 

 

[cs11fxxx@ieng6]:pa2$ java ShortLongWords 

Enter a series of words (EOF to quit): 

 

Please search for your questions on piazza before posting new questions 

^D 

Length of the shortest word: 2 

 -- Number of words with shortest length: 1 

 -- Shortest word: on 

Length of the longest word: 9 

 -- Number of words with longest length: 2 

 -- First/last longest words: questions ... questions 

[cs11fxxx@ieng6]:pa2$ 

 
Compiling:  

To compile your code, use the following: 
$ javac ShortLongWords.java 

 

Running: 
To run your program, use the following: 

$ java ShortLongWords 

 

 README File 

 

Starting with this assignment, every assignment will require a README file to be turned in along with 
whichever programs the PA requires. You are required to provide a text file named README, NOT 
Readme.txt, README.pdf, or README.docx, with your assignment in your pa2 directory. There should be no 
file extension after the file name “README”. How would you create this file? type vim README. 
 

In your README file, you will need to write a program description for both programs in this assignment, as well 
as answer the questions below. See the README Guidelines for details on what you should include in this file.  
If you did the extra credit, write a program description for it in the README file as well. 
 
Short Response:  Answer the following questions: 

1. What is the Unix command to make a copy of a file? To rename a file? Give examples for both. 
2. How do you see the contents of your current directory in Unix? 
3. What are three ways to enter insert mode in Vim? 
4. Say you are using a terminal and type “vim Drag” in your pa2 directory (assume all .class files have 

been deleted). What key can you press so that the filename is completely written out and reads “vim 
DraggingEmoji.java”? 

5. Why is it considered an integrity violation if a student submits code copied from someone/somewhere 
else? 

 

 Extra Credit:  Psychedelic Eyes 
 

● [5 Points] Make the eyes psychedelic colors when the emoji is dragged around the canvas 
 
Getting Started: 
To start, copy over your DraggingEmoji.java file to a new file called EC_DraggingEmoji.java. 
 

$ cp DraggingEmoji.java EC_DraggingEmoji.java 
 

After copying, be sure to change all instances of DraggingEmoji to EC_DraggingEmoji so your code can 

compile and run properly. 

https://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~ricko/CSE11READMEGuidelines.pdf
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Important:  Your original DraggingEmoji.java file must remain unchanged. You need both files for turnin. 

 
EC Requirements: 

● When dragging the emoji, change the color of the eyes after every 50 pixels dragged (hint: look at the 
objectdraw Javadocs for the Location class). 

● You must change the color of the pupils and the eyes to something other than the original white and 
black colors (remember, this only applies when dragging the emoji).  The eyes and pupils must be 
different colors (so you can still see them).  You are free to change the background color and eye 
border colors if you’d like, as long as they are restored to their original colors upon mouse release.  

● You cannot use any data structures (like we mentioned for the ShortLongWords program). 
● The color changing should only change the behavior of onMouseDrag() -- all other functionality from the 

original program must remain the same. 
 
Screenshots of an example execution of EC_DraggingEmoji: 
(Note that there are many different ways you can achieve this extra credit, and this is just one example.  A 
second example is provided in the demo video posted with the discussion slides on piazza.) 

 
On mouse click (create an emoji) 

 

 
On mouse press (eyes open with normal colors) 
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Dragging the emoji 50 pixels, eyes change colors 

 

 
Dragging the emoji another 50 pixels, eyes change 
colors again.  Continuing to drag the emoji causes 
the colors to alternate back and forth between 
orange and blue every 50 pixels. 

 
On mouse release (eyes close and the colors 
change back to black) 

 
On mouse press (eyes open with normal colors) 
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Compiling: 
You can compile the extra credit program using the following command. 
 
 $ javac -cp ./Acme.jar:./objectdraw.jar:. EC_DraggingEmoji.java 

 

Running: 
You can run the extra credit program using the following command. 
 
 $ java -cp ./Acme.jar:./objectdraw.jar:. EC_DraggingEmoji 

 

 Turnin Summary 
 

See the turnin instructions here.  Your file names must match the file names below *exactly*. 
 
Due Date: Wednesday night, October 10 @ 11:59 pm 
 

Files required for the Turn-in: 

DraggingEmoji.java 

Acme.jar 

ShortLongWords.java 

objectdraw.jar 

PA2Strings.java 

README 

Extra Credit Files: 
EC_DraggingEmoji.java 

 
 

 
 

 
If there is anything in these procedures which needs clarifying, please feel free to ask any tutor, the instructor, 
or post on the Piazza Discussion Board. 
 
 
 

NO EXCUSES! 
NO EXTENSIONS! 
NO EXCEPTIONS! 

NO LATE ASSIGNMENTS ACCEPTED! 
DO NOT EMAIL US YOUR ASSIGNMENT! 

 
Start Early, Finish Early, and Have Fun! 

 

http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~ricko/CSE11TurninInstructions.pdf
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